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Patristics is a lively scholarly domain in which theologians and historians contribute to the study of
Christian antiquity. But modern trends in patristic study (especially the application of contemporary
critical theory to ancient sources) are not always conducive to theological research. This paper identifies
the preoccupation in modern patristic study with heresy as a major source of problems. The modern study
of Evagrius Ponticus (c. 345–99) provides an exemplary case in which some of these problems can be
identified and explored. The initial presentation of modern scholarship will bring into focus the way that
Evagrius’ relationship to the sixth-century condemnations of Origenism is interpreted by most scholars.
Next, the paper identifies and evaluates recent indications that Evagrius is prized precisely because he is
considered a heretic. In the final section of the paper, attention is paid to the problem of presuming that
subsequent events disclose the theological meaning of earlier writings and to the problem of foreclosing
independent theological assessment in order to preserve ancient condemnations. The conclusions suggest
that preoccupations with alleged heresy can be every bit as detrimental to understanding of theological
writings as preoccupations with orthodoxy.

Scholars have in recent years noted – occasionally, with something like a sigh of relief –
that the study of the fathers of the church or, more broadly, the era in which they lived
(patristic scholarship) is increasingly separated from theology.1 Some of the impetus
driving this separation comes from the great strides made in the revisionist study of what
was formerly called ‘the Dark Ages’ (roughly, from the third to the eighth centuries):
research methods from classical philology have been fruitfully applied to material from the
post-classical Mediterranean, with the result that ‘Late Antiquity’ is a vibrant field of
study.2 Another engine driving the development is the adoption of contemporary literary
theory by scholars of early Christian literature. Conversations between social historians,
literary theorists and historical theologians have eroded the distinction between ancient
Christian theology on the one hand and Christianity in late ancient society on the other,
both of which are subsumed under the general title of patristic study – as the scope of
activity at the quadrennial International Conference on Patristic Study in Oxford makes
abundantly clear. The proliferation of scholarly monographs and articles, conferences and
symposia, attests to the fruitfulness of collaboration across traditional academic
disciplines.

Despite the productivity of this interaction, however, it should not be assumed that all
these approaches to the subject matter are straightforwardly compatible. Modern
approaches to heresy provide excellent specimens of some of the problems that
inadequately integrated, multi-disciplinary modes of scholarship can create and
compound. A few of these problems have already been identified in a brief but
thoughtprovoking essay by Patrick Henry, in which he posed the question why modern
scholars are enamoured of ancient heresy.3 Henry identified several basic attitudes that
predispose modern scholars kindly to ancient heretics, such as a tendency to interpret
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things politically, a cynical attitude toward political power and a concomitant sympathy
for the underdog. His essay, it seems to me, roughed out a number of important points; in
this paper I will attempt to take it further by focusing on specific developments within
modern research on Evagrius Ponticus.4 After a summary and analysis of the state of
Evagrian research, this paper will identify several problems that have emerged as a result
of the overlapping of academic disciplines. Although the focal point of this article is a set
of specific problems within the study of Evagrius and his writings, these problems are
relevant not only to the study of ancient theological controversy – they are implicit and
recurrent in any theological enterprise that makes use of historical theological material,
precisely insofar as they effect the terms in which modern theologians evaluate (and, at
least in some cases, appropriate or react against) documents from the past.

I. THE CONTEMPORARY STUDY OF EVAGRIUS PONTICUS

Condemned by tradition as the great synthesizer of Origenism, Evagrius (c. 345–99) was a
prolific author but subsequent to the condemnations many of his writings were lost.5 A
substantial number were recovered in the course of the twentieth century and this new
material has supported extensive research. Undoubtedly the most spectacular recovery
was a second Syriac translation of Evagrius’ Gnostic Chapters (Kephalaia Gnostika,
hereafter KG) by Antoine Guillaumont, which he identified and studied, then edited along
with the first Syriac translation (hereafter, KG-S1) and supported with French translations
of both, in a series of publications from 1952 to 1962.6 His publications contributed
materially to the historical study of Origenism by providing the textual basis that had been
lacking for the claim that Evagrius was a key figure in the history of Origenist heresy,
which had been asserted by modern historians for centuries.7 As such, Guillaumont’s
studies were the capstone to an ancient historiographical tradition about Origenism that
stretches back at least to the Lives of the Palestinian monks written by Cyril of Scythopolis
in the first half of the sixth century.8 What Guillaumont contributed to the discussion was
an argument for identifying Evagrius more confidently within the history of Origenism,
not as just any old Origenist, but in fact as the Origenist par excellence. How his research
made this contribution needs to be explained.

In two major articles published in 1952,9 Guillaumont criticised KG-S1 on a variety of
fronts: he queried the editor Frankenberg’s choice for the base-text, sketched the history of
the transmission of that version and, as we have already mentioned, identified and
published another version of the text in Syriac translation. His new version (KG-S2)
differed markedly from the textus receptus (KG-S1). Guillaumont found KG-S2 to bear a
striking similarity to the condemnations of Origen (and, in some cases at least, of Didymus
the Blind and of Evagrius) that were promulgated in the sixth century. Guillaumont
argued that KG-S2 underlies the condemnations and that the theological system
condemned during Justinian’s reign should be identified specifically as Evagrian
Origenism.10

One hears in Guillaumont’s claim echoes of Hans Urs von Balthasar’s evaluation of
Evagrius’ influence in re-creating the Origenist heritage.11 Indeed, Guillaumont’s
arguments about Evagrius’ responsibility for the condemned Christology were indirectly
supported by a number of publications that had queried whether those condemnations
corresponded to Origen’s own thinking.12 Guillaumont’s work made it possible for
Evagrius, not Origen, to be identified as the man with the smoking gun. The confluence
of revisionist scholarship tending to exonerate Origen and of Guillaumont’s identification
of KG-S2 as the primary source for sixth-century Origenism provided an economic way of
deflecting criticism from Origen. It also paid Evagrius the somewhat awkward compliment
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of being the engineer of a system of thought that stoked controversy in Palestine and
Constantinople for decades. Such explanatory power is undeniably attractive.

Guillaumont’s argument has been endorsed so heartily that one sometimes reads that he
‘discovered’ Evagrius, or that he has shown that the condemnations of 553 are taken ‘point
for point’ from Evagrius’ writings.13 Another measure of the acceptance of Guillaumont’s
research has been an increasing tendency to take for granted that those condemnations
accurately reflect Evagrius’ teaching, that Evagrius really was the quintessential Origenist
(even if one is unprepared to commit to the theological meaningfulness of the
condemnations – but this is to anticipate). In fact, it often seems the case that Evagrius
is considered especially important precisely because he is considered a ‘heretic’ and as such
is presumed to represent a previously ‘marginalized’ voice, as we shall see in the following
pages. To date, no one has overturned Guillaumont’s work. But over the last quarter of
a century, this approach to Evagrius and his writings has been quietly abandoned by a
number of scholars.

What has emerged is an alternative project of interpreting Evagrius and his writings. As
yet, only preliminary attempts to describe those competing projects have been made.14 But
clearly one of the major points of divergence concerns Guillaumont’s claims about the
relationship of Evagrius’ teaching to the system of beliefs condemned around the time of
the Fifth Ecumenical Council. Guillaumont made the historical fact that Evagrius was
condemned as a theologian into the major platform for his research. That ‘historical fact-
cum-theological evaluation’ has had important ramifications in the contemporary
scholarship on Evagrius. These ramifications can be seen most clearly through
the spirited reactions by scholars sympathetic to Guillaumont’s work in response to the
publications by Gabriel Bunge that form a major part of the competing project of
interpretation.

II. EVAGRIUS THE MUCH-LESS-INTERESTING

Two authors have published robust criticism of Bunge’s works: Michael O’Laughlin and
Cristian Badili]a. O’Laughlin’s criticism is part of an ambitious appropriation of Evagrius’
writings for contemporary spiritual ressourcement;15 Badili]a’s research may or may
not converge on that goal, but in any case both of their arguments are importantly similar
in form and content. Both accept Guillaumont’s identification of Evagrius as
the quintessential Origenist,16 and both meet revisionist efforts that would distance
Evagrius’theology from the key features of Origenism, including those features that are
specifically mentioned in the condemnations, with scepticism bordering on scorn and open
hostility.

In O’Laughlin’s ‘Evagrius Ponticus in Spiritual Perspective,’ he pleas for using the
principles of KG-S2 as the basis for an integrated spirituality that ‘has psychological
significance for our culture’;17 of special importance for O’Laughlin is that its heavily
Neoplatonic teaching is ‘attuned by some inner force to the transcendent’ and thus
conscious of ‘God in the depth of the self’.18 O’Laughlin claims that Evagrius was
propagating ‘an elitist and perfectionist wisdom theology’ which was ‘necessarily thrust
into the periphery by the evolving of the Western mind in a more externalized, dogmatic
direction.’19 Consequently, he asserts that Evagrian theology

represented a challenge to the legitimacy of sacraments and hierarchy, let alone ordinary society,
for the value system of the wisdom approach is highly personal, reflective and non-dogmatic.
Evagrius exalted the gnostic individual as one who alone has overcome the world and found the
meaning of life.20
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Significantly, those claims are aimed at making Evagrius out to be exactly what his
opponents said he was so long ago: a philosopher trying to synthesize Christianity and
Neoplatonism.21 On O’Laughlin’s reading, Evagrius is important for exactly the same
reasons that he was anathematized during the Second Origenist Controversy.

Badili]a’s contribution to Evagrian study has been made by way of debating another
scholar – Ioan Ică – and their debate is as important and sophisticated as it is
inaccessible.22 Ică and Badili]a are well apprised of, and work comfortably with, the latest
scholarship on Evagrius. They state their respective cases incisively and with clarity. Their
exchange is sophisticated at the theoretical level in a way that advances the overall
discussion of Evagrian scholarship. To understand Badili]a’s position, we need to
summarize that debate.

In an introductory essay to a collection of Bunge’s works in Romanian translation, Ică
provides an overview of twentieth-century research on Evagrius and then, significantly,
queries the practice of construing Evagrius along the lines suggested by the condemnations
of Origenism, which Ică characterizes as ‘a negative image of Evagrius the Origenist who
inaugurated an intellectual and spiritualist current in eastern spirituality, introducing a
non-Biblical, Hellenistic vision of man, time and eschatology’.23 (Ică’s stance is obviously
far removed from O’Laughlin’s.) Ică sees this as a result of too much reliance upon
external witnesses about Evagrius and his thought in the course of philological research.
The point is not an idle one: Joseph Muyldermans, the distinguished editor of Evagriana
preserved in oriental languages, had long since drawn attention to the need to appeal to
ideas about what counts as ‘Evagrian’ in the process of criticizing and editing the Evagrian
corpus.24 It is by this mechanism that ideas derived from external witnesses are ploughed
back into primary research on the text of Evagrius’ writings. For his part, Ică is critical of
the image that has resulted from this process:

The philological work of western patrologists has thus become the pretextfor an unexamined
dialectical ‘phenomenology’ for the history of eastern spirituality in terms of which an intellectual
construct is attempted – a construct which is inadequate to the spiritual foundations of the eastern
tradition, but which applies to it an interpretive framework that is completely foreign to its
nature.25

Ică objects to a dialectic according to which Evagrius’ intellectual activity, especially in its
mystical aspects, is presumed to set him apart from the traditions that make up the
ecclesiastical community – that is, he objects to the presumption (evident in O’Laughlin’s
project) that Evagrius was in favour of the individual and challenged the possibility of
hierarchical, ecclesiastical society.

By contrast, Ică’s concerns are to assert that the spiritual elements so evident in
Evagrius’ writings are comprehensible in terms of the mainstream traditions of eastern
Christianity. In expressing these concerns, he is attempting to prevent research on
Evagrius’ work from being reduced to the mere manipulation of texts.26 It is therefore not
surprising to find in this connection that Ică calls for an application of Pierre Hadot’s work
on philosophy as a spiritual exercise to thinking about Evagrius’ intellectual life: Ică
suggests that the ascetic, ecclesiastical and spiritual facets of Evagrius’ life must be
integrated into any serious attempt to account for his intellectual activities.27 On a similar
note, Ică argues ‘that, in order to think like the Fathers of old, it is necessary to be as they
were; and in order to recover the congeniality of thinking with them, an existential, living
communion with them is an urgent necessity.’28 Ică thus asserts that a similarity of practice
leads to a sympathy in interpretation. Just as his argument drew earlier on
the ideas of Hadot, in this connection Ică can be seen to draw on H.-G. Gadamer’s
thinking about the positive value of tradition (as is evident, e.g., in his harsh words for
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the ‘philologists’ and his own affirmation of ‘congeniality’ as the key to sound
interpretation.).29

Many of Ică’s remarks are suggestive or provocative, as when he claims bluntly that ‘the
opposition ‘intellectual-illiterate’ is an unacceptable modern anachronism, projected
backward but unjustified by the sources’.30 There are very good reasons for thinking that
Ică is correct on that count, 31 but in a manoeuvre that is unlikely to win over sceptical
readers he flatly asserted it. Furthermore, he probably does not make sufficient allowance
for the inevitable discontinuity that comes with the transformation of culture and the
passage of centuries,32 which makes his straightforward assertion of existential
‘congeniality’ problematic. In points of detail, Ică’s essay can be frustrating. But the
essay on the whole retains its value because of its call for a sympathetic, contextualized
approach to Evagrius’ works.

Badili]a has subjected Ică’s claims to strident criticism, on grounds that his presentation
is overly schematic.33 The criticism is fair, but what is startling about Badili]a’s rejoinder is
its hostility. In response to Ică’s assertion that western philological approaches are faulty
and should be corrected by recourse to eastern traditions, Badili]a writes,

No westerner could match the competence of a patrologist with a long beard, a cassock or a
number o prayers recited daily. – But the important contributions to Evagrian study of the
lamented Antoine Guillaumont deserve to be reckoned according to their just deserts; otherwise a
monopoly on Evagrius by this priestly cadre (after this cadre had marginalized him for fifteen
centuries) would represent a loss for us all.34

That Badili]a’s retort is brazenly anti-clerical (even personally insulting)35 is not irrelevant,
but what is surely more important is the idea – so similar to O’Laughlin’s – that Evagrius’
corpus represents a tradition of Christian gnosticism that runs counter to, and was
therefore repressed by, the established Church and her ‘priestly cadre.’ This line of
thinking follows very easily, if not necessarily inevitably, from the methodological decision
to interpret Evagrius according to the sixth-century condemnations.

Badili]a’s position on the intellectual climate of Egypt that is exactly opposite to Ică’s.
For Badili]a, Evagrius’ intellectual attainments and even his very language set him apart
from most of his peers at Kellia.36 Badili]a acknowledges that there was probably a great
deal of interaction between intellectual and non-intellectual monks, but he returns to a
dichotomy popularized about forty years ago by A.-J. Festugière in the introductory
volume to his Les Moines d’Orient: culture, or holiness?37 Evagrius’ intellectual
sophistication is such that there can be no doubt as to where to place him in that
dichotomy.38 Even though Badili]a’s description of the intellectual context has nuance, he
unmistakably endorses the claim (forcefully lodged by Origen’s enemies some fifteen
centuries earlier) that Evagrius’ works are

the point where two worlds meet: Egyptian monasticism, with all its teachings at the level of
practice (praxis), and the Greek philosophical tradition (Platonic and especially Neoplatonic), with
all its teachings at the level of doctrine (doxa). Doxology of a philosophical type annexed to
Christian practices (specifically, those of Egyptian monasticism) are the two components of a work
destined to last despite the vicissitudes of history and of institutionalized barbarism. If the Second
Council of Constantinople (553) decided to condemn Origen, this fact should be attributed to the
childishness with which the Origenists or Evagrians at third hand have exploited their masters. The
fathers (who, as a matter of fact, always avoided discussing thorny problems in public) should not
be impugned for the trespasses of the sons, especially when the latter, flagrantly misinterpreting
them, caused the condemnation of theirfathers.39

Even as he castigates the ‘third-hand’ Origenists whose ‘childishness’ garnered Origen’s
and Evagrius’ condemnation, Badili]a’s description of Evagrius’ works makes it clear that
he agrees – in terms of the analysis, if not the assessment – with classic denunciations of
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Origenism for attempting a synthesis between Christian monastic praxis and later
Platonism speculation.40 In view of his dim estimation of the credentials of the sixth-
century opponents of Origenism, it is surprising that Badili]a reconstructs Evagrius’
mystical teachings along the lines laid down by the condemnations and mediated by
Guillaumont.41

Ică’s perspective and Badili]a’s (as well as O’Laughlin’s) describe two divergent modes
of reading Evagrius that are well represented in the modern scholarly conversations.
According to Ică, Evagrius is to be situated within the contexts of, first, the Cappadocian
reception of Origen and, second, the intellectual climate of Egyptian monasticism as it is
reported to have existed in the Nitrian Desert during Evagrius’ time (e.g., by Palladius,
Cassian and the Historia Monachorum in Aegypto). He should not be evaluated in the
terms of the sixth-century condemnations. Again, Ică does not offer a reasoned case for his
position, but reasons are available: it is irresponsible to suppose that nothing of substance
changed over those eventful years, and in any case we lack any evidence that Evagrius
had come under fire in his own lifetime (or immediately thereafter) owing to his theological
teaching. Patterns of translation indicate that his works were circulating widely and
there is no basis whatever for presuming that their implications lay dormant for a century
and a half.42

Badili]a and O’Laughlin, by contrast, evaluate Evagrius along the lines of the
condemnations of Origen – and any contemporary spiritual use made of Evagrius
accordingly takes the gnosticizing, metaphysical approach that is enshrined (or rather
abominated) in the condemnations. In keeping with this perspective, the attempts to
interpret Evagrius as an orthodox Cappadocian thinker influenced by Origen is suspect,
not least because the orthodox have long since abandoned any claim on Evagrius. It seems
that, for these scholars, Evagrius is interesting precisely as a fourth-century adherent to
views that are expressly condemned within about a century and a half of his death.

One way in which Evagrius’ putative heresy is interesting is because heresy is
stimulating and generates further reflection (in a way that, presumably, orthodoxy fails to
do).43 The notion that heresy is productive and primary whereas orthodoxy is restrictive
and derivative may be operative here; it circulates freely, not least under the cover of
intellectual respectability that attaches to Bauer’s Heresy and Orthodoxy in Earliest
Christianity,44 a book that reversed the classical Christian claim that heresy is a deviation
from orthodoxy.45 As a symbol representing a particular set of ideas or justifying an
interpretive posture, Bauer’s thesis has proven resilient to several detailed studies that have
undermined the evidence that supports his claims.46 It has contributed to making a
shibboleth of heresy.

Theological interest in the proliferation of early Christian beliefs (including heresies and
‘proto-orthodoxy,’ or even ‘proto-orthodoxies’) has been reinforced for contemporary
scholars by the ‘immense influence’ of Michel Foucault’s works on history.47 In particular,
his studies in the modes of creating subjectivity have provided conceptual tools that
function ideally in conflict situations where power is used to generate sustainable
relationships of control and order. The most important of these concepts for our purposes
is ‘dividing practices’, by which people are separated off from society.48 Although this
theme was worked out in Foucault’s project on madness in early modern Europe (in which
context, he alleged that the separation was physical),49 it has found application in the study
of early Christian controversies (where the division is ideological): hence, the proliferation
of monographs and articles in early Christian studies in which the key Foucauldian themes
such as authority and power, discipline and discourse, are well nigh ubiquitous. The
objects of this ‘subjectification’ take on the stature of Shelley’s Satan,50 becoming anti-
heroes who are morally superior to – not to mention far more interesting than – the
authority figures who acts upon them. It is through identifying such ‘subjectified’ historical
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figures along these lines that Elizabeth Clark began her highly influential study of the
Origenist controversy:

Although I have brought all the relevant documents of which I am aware to bear upon my
interpretation of events, I have been concerned throughout to give a sympathetic reading to the
Origenist side of the debate. Evagrius Ponticus, Rufinus, and the Pelagians are thus the ‘heroes’ of
my account – not Epiphanius, Jerome, and Augustine. Mine is not the approach of most theology
textbooks. It is, rather, an attempt to raise up for consideration a defeated theology that for a few
years stirred up the Christian world to new intellectual creativity.51

The interplay of theology and critical theory is striking: it is precisely as architects of ‘a
defeated theology’ (sc., one divided and labelled by the victors) ‘that for a few years stirred
up the Christian world to new intellectual creativity’ (which, per the Bauer thesis, is one of
the major functions of ‘heresy’) that Evagrius and others become the ‘heroes’ of Clark’s
account through ‘a sympathetic reading’.

Clark is not the only scholar to base an interpretation on the putative heresy of Evagrius
– or, to put it otherwise, whose reading is ‘sympathetic’ precisely to Evagrius qua heretic.
O’Laughlin has faulted Bunge’s research on Evagrius for ‘offering another account which
stresses different points. [. . .] In fact, he discounts the two points most central to
Guillaumont’s picture of [Evagrius’] Origenism: his Nachleben and his cosmology. [. . .]
But if these other elements are discounted, if the KG is not central to his thought, does not
Evagrius become much less interesting, much less paradoxical, much less important? More
to the point, are Guillaumont and Bunge discussing the same issues? Are Guillaumont and
Bunge discussing the same Evagrius?’52

O’Laughlin’s questions rhetorically guide the reader to a specific conclusion – that
Evagrius’ importance is bound up with Guillaumont’s interpretation of KG as a (heretical)
theological cosmology – that is not guaranteed by his argument; but the questions do
accurately identify a fissure that has opened up in the field of Evagrian study.

III. A PARADIGM SHIFT IN STUDYING EVAGRIUS

The interplay of sociological-historical typologies and theological dichotomies results in a
complex situation for the study of Evagrius. Scholars who proclaim their happiness to
work in a post-theological environment are seen to employ their sophisticated techniques
of historical interpretation on theological evaluations that are taken for granted, exactly
because theological controversy is presupposed to be a field in which power is exercised (or
anyway in which it was exercised in days gone by). The validity of inferring social
categories from theological dichotomies is not scrutinized, and in fact attempts at
evaluating the theological judgment of heresy are met with scorn, hostility or suspicion –
despite the fact that such evaluations are as easily motivated by a desire for historical
accuracy as by some sort of imperialist Catholic or Orthodox agenda. Evagrius carries the
sympathy of scholars who are interested in him precisely because of his association with a
defeated theological project, which they are keen to study (or, to use Patrick Henry’s
categories, to ‘advocate’). This sympathy and the desire for advocacymotivate the scholars
to resist any perceived attempt to ‘re-claim’ him for orthodox Christian theology.

There is an unintended consequence in this: once a person like Evagrius has become
interesting because he has been defeated, that defeat becomes a fixed characteristic for
purposes of understanding him. Heresy might no longer be interesting for its theological
significance, but Evagrius is still interesting precisely insofar as he was considered a heretic.
Describing or analysing the social processes that underlie that judgement becomes an
urgent scholarly concern, and so for many scholars the theological re-evaluation of
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Evagrius’ works is acutely problematic because it threatens the established findings upon
which such descriptions and analyses are based. But if one of the most obvious historical
questions concerning Evagrius – namely, the historical reception, impact or interpretation
of his works – is effectively closed for discussion, research is restricted in a way that can
only be regretted.

For similar reasons, however sophisticated may be the critical theory that is employed
in interpreting his writings, the historical study of Evagrius is inevitably impoverished for
as long as the judgments about him that are conveyed by history are treated as facts with
the same claim on the historian’s attention as is enjoyed by the very evidence that those
judgements were framed to evaluate. Any scholarly approach to Evagrius that takes those
historical theological judgements as inalienable from the study of Evagrius (rather than as,
say, accretions or – more positively – as insights, which in either case require further
scrutiny) is fundamentally pre-critical. The historical reception of Evagrius is not equal in
value to Evagrius’ own writings for purposes of historical interpretation. It is a
conspicuous failure of Guillaumont’s research that, in seeking to explain Evagrius and his
writings, it takes subsequent events as disclosing the theological significance of Evagrius’
writings and then arranges evidence from his writings to corroborate the theological
significance thus disclosed by subsequent events. In this way, a purely external perspective
is illicitly applied to Evagrius’ works in an attempt to reveal their internal content.

This dubious method of interpretation leads to problems for the historiographer.
Neither Guillaumont nor anyone else has yet provided any historical evidence that in the
fourth century there already existed in substantial form that configuration of beliefs and
practices which would be identified as Origenism in the sixth-century debates.53 The closest
Guillaumont comes to acknowledging this problem – namely, that there needs to be some
account of how Evagrius’ alleged doctrines were clearly stated in the fourth century but
remained both unchanged and unnoticed until the mid-sixth century when they suddenly
provoked a controversy – is his conclusion that ‘Evagrius’ Origenism has much greater
affinities with sixth-century Origenism than with fourth-century Origenism.’54 When it is
recalled that Evagrian Origenism per Guillaumont is essentially what was condemned in
the sixth century, the tautology of that conclusion is obvious. The dissimilarities between
fourth-century Origenism (with its characteristic emphasis on the ‘image of God’ and
prayer) and sixth-century Origenism (with its characteristic emphasis on eschatology and
post-Chalcedonian Christology) are such that one rightly expects some justification for
using the categories of the sixth-century debate to interpret the fourth-century author. The
lack of any such justification is troubling and, in default of it, a century and a half seems
like a very long time indeed to presume historical continuity of the sort that Guillaumont
invests in the lost Greek original of Evagrius’ KG.

To put the point otherwise, Guillaumont has taken the traditional evaluation of
‘Origenist’ theology in its fully developed, sixth-century form and then interpreted a
fourth-century author as though that form discloses the meaning of his writings, not just
accurately, but identically.55 (Several scholars have subsequently followed him in this
manoeuvre, Badili]a, Clark and O’Laughlin among them.) Exactly how such identical
reproduction was achieved in significantly different cultural, political and institutional
settings is left unexplained.56 Such a feat is implausible and any evaluation that concludes
such a thing is seriously flawed in terms of its historical probity. The interpretation might
be salvageable (e.g. if supplementary evidence is discovered). But in view of the problems
which beset it now, the reconstruction is sufficiently defective that a commitment to
preserving it cannot justify resisting or objecting to a theological evaluation of the
historical sources, in the way that we have seen O’Laughlin and Badili]a both try to do.

The theological study of Evagrius helps to rectify the problems entrenched in
Guillaumont’s reconstruction by engaging with the internal content of Evagrius’ writings
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without attributing undue significance to developments that occurred within the Evagrian
tradition. This attention to the internal dimension of Evagrius’ writings liberates his
readers from the need to assume that Evagrius’ relevance depends in any way upon the
subsequent evaluations and interpretations that accrued to his works. But the divergence
between this method of studying Evagrius and what Ică called ‘the philological work of
Western patrologists’ means that rectifying those problems will likely result in a
transformation of the terms in which Evagrius is studied. For this reason, the process
(which is already underway) can be likened to a ‘scientific revolution’, to borrow a phrase
from Thomas Kuhn.57

If at times there has been very little direct engagement between Evagrian scholars, this is
because (in Kuhn’s terms) they are working on the same material but within different
paradigms. Taken in this way, what we find is that Bunge and others have begun recording
a considerable number of anomalies with respect to Guillaumont’s thesis about
Evagrianism. An example already encountered in this paper is the assumption that
Evagrius’ writings remained unchanged – and unnoted in the historical record, too – for
about a hundred and fifty years from his death (which is conflicted by evidence from the
early transmission of Evagrius’ work, though the detailed interpretation of that evidence is
a matter for another publication); another is the legitimacy of transferring terms framed in
a sixth-century debate to documents written in the fourth century. Guillaumont’s method
lacks the resources to put these problems to rest, and as they accumulate some scholars
have begun to develop an alternate thesis in terms of which the anomalies are integrated
with the accepted evidence into a meaningful account.

It is noteworthy that the criticism of Gabriel Bunge’s research (quoted above) conforms
at several points to the late stages of scholarly debate as outlined by Kuhn. As a defender
of the dominant paradigm, O’Laughlin attempts to limit the terms of research to those
topics already adumbrated by Guillaumont. This is an example of ‘disagree[ment] about
the list of problems that any candidate for paradigm must resolve.’58 That one set of
problems makes Evagrius ‘less interesting’ is rather anemic in comparison to Badili]a’s cry
of foul when faced with ‘priestly’ attempts to monopolize Evagrian study. But the
implication of both is clear enough: Guillaumont’s research agenda, and that agenda
alone, is legitimate. Anything else is dismissed as boring or castigated as an immoral
attempt to retrieve a discarded and despised figure (presumably because he has been shown
to be interesting, though the motivation of the ecclesiastical ‘cadre’ is not disclosed). In
both cases, what we find is a theory-saving manoeuvre.

I have already proposed that modern compensatory historiography with its
Foucauldian enthusiasm for marginalized figures (such as those who have attracted
condemnations) is acting to reinforce Guillaumont’s paradigm precisely because it insists
on the substantial accuracy of the condemnations, and thus keeps Evagrius fixed at the
margins. If this construal of recent publications is an accurate assessment of the situation,
then something very interesting is happening as the fields of historical theology and social
history of late antiquity overlap and interact. Scholars interested in power dynamics within
society are acting to secure the outcomes of ancient debates (which are basic to their
analyses), whereas scholars with an interest in ancient theology are attempting to evaluate
those debates as such – and these interests are working at crosspurposes. What is at stake is
not a matter of securing Evagrius for one group or another;59 it is, rather, the question of
how theological and historical research can both be brought to bear in the contemporary
interpretation of Evagrius’ writings.

The way forward is not through one party abandoning the field, through a severance of
historical and theological enquiry into Evagrius and his writings. There is no reason to
think that scholars in multiple disciplines working on the same body of evidence need to be
in conflict. They can and should enrich one another’s research. In the matter at hand, it is
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easy to imagine that, at the prompting of theological evaluations which indicate that the
sixth-century condemnations are unsatisfactory with respect to Evagrius’ own writings,
both theological and social historical research into the debates of the fourth century and
those of the sixth century can proceed with greater precision and conceptual clarity. By
contrast, frankly doctrinaire insistence that Evagrian scholarship must be based upon
Guillaumont’s reconstruction (and, perhaps, incorporate Foucault’s ‘dividing practices’
into its analysis) is deleterious to the pursuit of research. It sometimes obscures aspects of
Evagrius’ writings that are inconsistent with thinking of him as the intellectual mastermind
behind the Second Origenist Controversy; sometimes, it preempts lines of historical
enquiry altogether. Sometimes, to the extent that it privileges the historical bogey of
Evagrius the Evagrian Origenist, it even forecloses the possibility of robust doctrinal and
philosophical evaluations of Evagrius’ theology.

The point to be taken from this paper is in essence quite a simple one. It is widely
acknowledged that attaching too much significance to the retrospective orthodoxy of the
subject can easily jeopardized (if not totally eliminate) opportunities for further learning.
But the case of Evagrius makes it clear that the same is no less true of placing too much
significance on the subject’s retrospective heresy. There are, so to speak, opportunity costs
associated with thinking that Evagrius is interesting chiefly because his name is connected
to some excesses within the Origenist tradition. The problems that emerge from a
preoccupation with heresy are compounded when the scholarly conversation is enriched
by contributions from social historians, literary theorists and text critics, but is
theologically impoverished, which is a serious defect insofar as the material being studied
includes a substantial component of historical evaluations that are theological.
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